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Our analysis then assesses the status of particular transportation infrastructure mechanisms by which various EU member states have sought to access additional Middle Eastern and Caspian region energy supplies. As embodied in the Pan-European and Odessa-Brody oil pipeline projects or the White Stream project for gas, all of which involve Ukraine, certain plans to transship hydrocarbons along an 'EastWest corridor' have been conceptualised in such a way as to bypass both Russia and Turkey, with one environmental rationale for the aforementioned oil schemes being that they would decrease the flow of Russian-origin tanker traffic through the Bosporus Straits. However, as explained in Chapter 5, the extant bulk of Trans-European NetworksEnergy (TEN-E) financing for the 'southern corridor' has gone to those projects crossing Turkey. Moreover, the current operation of smaller trans-Turkey pipeline flows of energy originating from the Middle East and the Caspian, the landlocked nature of which impose certain limitations on the feasibility of LNG exports, indicates that Turkey has become increasingly central to plans to diversify the EU's import basket to a fuller geographical extent and thus more prominently located on the EU's energy security agenda. Thus, this chapter also previews Chapter 7's much fuller elaboration of how Turkey has already allowed the EU to attain a marginal widening of its pipeline-based hydrocarbon importation options.
On the other hand, the EU as a predominantly consumer-orientated economic area faces competition for supply from other importingconsuming countries. Consequently, efforts to obtain more energy supplies from the rich deposits located in the Persian Gulf and the Caspian Sea Basin regions are poised to encounter a considerable challenge, not just from Russia on the supply side, as discussed in Chapters 5 and 7, but also from major Asian countries on the demand side.
A case in point, rapidly growing China has stepped more actively than the EU as an entity into the fray, with the former's state-influenced companies, prominent among them the China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) and its overseas subsidiary PetroChina, entering joint ventures in the exploration and production (E&P) sector and obtaining Beijing's underwriting of concessional loans and loan guarantees to shepherd the construction of the necessary complement of oil and gas pipelines to Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan on the Caspian's eastern rim. Thus, China has accomplished more than the EU to date in providing these landlocked states with an additional export outlet to an increasingly lucrative market that eases their dependence on Russia and, to a much lesser extent, Iran, fellow Caspian Basin states that have
